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Instrumentation

Flute (doubling piccolo)
B♭ Clarinet (doubling bass clarinet)
Trumpet in C
Tenor trombone
Piano
Marimba
Violin
Cello

Total duration: approximately 17 minutes

Pitch adjustment graphs in Manifestations

This score has been prepared for perusal. Performers need not take note of the microtonal elements in *Manifestations*, as these elements are to be added after the performance in electronic post-production. For the purposes of this score, pitch adjustment graphs appear beneath each standard notation staff. This special staff is essentially a grand staff, with two sets of five lines. Each diatonic step, a line or a space, represents 5 cents; there are no intervals smaller than 5 cents. A black bar denotes the cents above or below the respective equal tempered note assigned to the instrument. For values exceeding ±50 as well as for a value of 0, leger lines appear before the black bars to assist in identification and analysis.

*Manifestations* may be performed live, in standard equal temperament, entirely independent of the microtonal elements. To request parts and/or a score without the pitch adjustment graphs, contact the composer at skyevanduuren@gmail.com.
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I.

Flute

Clarinet in B♭

Trumpet in C

Trombone

Marimba

Piano

Violin

Cello
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All notes from E to F should be played with precise durations.
q = 126
II.

\[ \text{Flute} \]

\[ \text{Clarinet in B} \downarrow \]

\[ \text{Trumpet in C} \]

\[ \text{Trombone} \]

\[ \text{Marimba} \]

\[ \text{Piano} \]

\[ \text{Violin} \]

\[ \text{Cello} \]
III.

\[ \frac{\text{Music notation here}}{} \]

- Piccolo
- Bass Clarinet
- Trumpet in C
- Trombone
- Marimba
- Piano
- Violin
- Cello

\( \text{Tempo: } \frac{\text{ allegro marcato }}{} \)

\( \text{L.V. sempre, pizz (L.V. sempre)} \)

\( \text{mp (L.V. sempre)} \)
Fl.

B. Cl.

C Tpt.

Tbn.

Mrb.

Pno.

Vln.

Vc.
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